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Its worthwhile to explore Gold positioning beyond the weekly changes,
since it:
1. Provides key insight into just how much the geopolitical bid (triggered
by threatened tariffs on Mexican imports on May 30th ) was worth
2. Informs us of how much firepower was behind the Gold move in an
attempt to break the coveted 4 year ceiling
3. Provides color on current positioning as we head into the this weeks
main event risk, the FOMC
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Page 2: Was Golds price response
(+4%) fair given, record 2 week
inflows?
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Net investor inflows over rolling 2 week period (graph 1)


The change in US policy tactics with Trumps threat of tariffs on Mexico was the catalyst required for Gold to reprice above $1300 and
begin to internalize geopolitics more comfortably. It was worth $80



Thus inflows over that time period (May 28th - June 11th) are insightful and shows investors (ETF + COT) added a chunky 10.8m oz,
taking Gold from $1280 to touch $1350, and finishing up +4%
over the same 2 week period.



10.8m oz of inflows is a record over any 2 week time period over
the past 5 years. That is over 3x larger than the average net inflows
and 11% (>1m oz) more than the 2nd next largest set of bi-weekly
inflows.



The inflows were driven by a mix of ETF purchases (+1.6m oz),
and approximately equal amounts of COT fresh purchases/
length and short-covering
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Was Golds price response (+4%) fair given, record 2
week inflows? (Graph 2)

Gold investor flows vs price performance
biweekly 2014-2019



The scatterplot graph clearly shows a strong positive
correlation between decent investor inflows (Y-axis)
and price performance (X-axis), of +0.80



+10.8 m oz of inflows is very large, but not an outlier theres been biweekly outflows of similar size (of 1012.5m oz)





A simple regression (e.g.: “Bi-weekly price Performance” (Y) = Intercept + “bi-weekly positioning
change” (X)) excluding the recent data point, indicates that 10.8m oz of investor Gold inflows
should inject a 5.1% rally (and less than what was
witnessed of 4%). Clearly there are other unknown
flows, so this analysis suggests that OTC selling
capped what could've played out.
Overall, Gold prices could've done more and this perhaps helps to explain the large technical reversal last
Friday. As recently noted, fresh catalysts (including
further DM equity volatility and/or fresh geopolitical
catalysts) is warranted to kickstart another leg higher
in 2H'19 and ensure $1350 is the new floor.

Bi Weekly Investor (ETF + COT) changes, oz
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Current (May 28 - June 11 '19) net investor inflows:
+10.8m oz, with 4% price appreciation
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Correlation between biweekly investor flows
and associated price perfortrmance = +0.80
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<---- Price performance --->
Data for CME COT flows and associated performance run Tuesday - Tuesday
Top left quadrant = inflows + price weakness; Top right quadrant = inflows + price strength
Bottom left quadrant = outflows + price weakness; Bottom right quadrant = outflows + price strength
Source: Scotiabank Commodities Strategy, CME COT, Bloomberg
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Positioning Risk into FOMC (graph 1, 3)


Note the COT data excludes Gold repricing to $1360 (GCQ9) after
the tanker attack in the latter part of last week, and probably overstates actual current positioning since length likely exited on Fridays ugly price reversal on $ strength / strong US data.



Nevertheless, Gold investors own on net 15.7m oz of positioning heading into this weeks FOMC, somewhat overweight
(above 5 year average of ~9m oz) but still 13m oz short of recent
peak positioning. This is the highest speculative positioning
since the March 2018 FOMC, as investors hedge out rate cut risk.



There is, however, scope for longs to extend positioning (they only
own <19m oz on a gross basis vs peak of ~32m oz) while Gold
shorts have reduced their capacity and thus no longer will provide
tailwinds going forward.



ETFs holdings own a very lofty 72m oz (recent peak is 73m oz,
historical peak 84m oz) and pose a mild threat if theres a
'goldilocks' (more dovish than expected) FOMC outcome which
compresses equity volatility and spurs an overreach for riskassets.



Upside call buying across shorter term tenors has been notably
strong. The demand for the $1400 strike is an outlier with Open
Interest in all 2019 expiries in that strike skyrocketing to ~75K
contracts; these inflows probably reflect a mix of producer-related
risk reversals and macro-related late-cycle/ Fed rate cut bets. The
stickiness of $1350 ceiling gives off the belief while $1400 has yet
to act like a magnet, indicating that Gold pricing in quite selffulfilling the short-term - there are likely more ("FOMO") buyers
lurking at $1400 than $1300....
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The information contained in this presentation is being provided for information and discussion purposes only. An investment decision should not be made solely on the basis of the contents of this
presentation. This presentation is being provided upon the express understanding that no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made, or responsibility of any kind accepted, by The Bank
of Nova Scotia, Scotiabank Europe plc, or any of their respective affiliates (“Scotiabank”TM), their directors, agents or employees with respect to the completeness or accuracy of the information, conclusions and opinions provided herein, or as to the achievement or reasonableness of any projections, targets, estimates, or forecasts and nothing in this presentation should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future. Past performance or simulated past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results. Forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.. This
presentation has not been prepared (i) by a member of the research department of Scotiabank, or (ii) in accordance with the legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment
research. It is considered a marketing communication for regulatory purposes and is solely for the use of sophisticated institutional investors. This presentation does not constitute investment advice or
any personal recommendation to invest in a financial instrument or “investment research” as defined by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority and the UK Financial Conduct Authority, and its content
is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research.
The information contained in this presentation reflects prevailing conditions and our judgment as of the date of the presentation, all of which are subject to change or amendment without notice, and
the delivery of any such amended information at any time does not imply that the information (whether amended or not) contained in this presentation is correct as of any time subsequent to its date.
Scotiabank undertakes no obligation to update or correct any information contained herein or otherwise to advise as to any future change to it. Scotiabank does not provide any applicable tax, accounting or legal advice and in all cases independent professional advice should be sought in those areas.

This presentation incorporates information which is either non-public, confidential or proprietary in nature, and is being furnished on the express basis that this information will not be used in a manner
inconsistent with its confidential nature or be disclosed to anyone other than as may be required by law or to those who have been informed of the confidential and proprietary nature of this presentation. This presentation and its contents are strictly confidential to the person to whom it is delivered and may not be copied or distributed in whole or in part or disclosed by such persons to any other
person without the prior written consent of Scotiabank. This presentation and the information contained herein remain the property of Scotiabank.
This presentation is not and shall not be construed as an offer, invitation, recommendation or solicitation to sell, issue, purchase or subscribe any securities or bank debt in any jurisdiction or to enter
into any transaction. Nothing in this document contains a commitment by Scotiabank to sell, issue, purchase or subscribe for financial instruments, or securities, to provide debt or to invest in any way
in any transaction described herein, or otherwise provide monies to any party. Any participation by Scotiabank in any transaction would only be provided in writing after satisfactory legal, financial, tax,
accounting and commercial due diligence, as well as being subject to internal approval processes. Any transaction implementing any proposal discussed in this document shall be exclusively upon
the terms and subject to the conditions set out in the definitive agreement related thereto.
This presentation is not directed to or intended for use by any person resident or located in any country where the distribution of such information is contrary to the laws of such country. Scotiabank, its
directors, officers, employees or clients may currently or from time to time own or hold interests in long or short positions in any securities referred to herein, and may at any time make purchases or
sales of these securities as principal or agent. Scotiabank may also have provided or may provide investment banking, capital markets or other services to the companies referred to in this presentation.
TM

Trademark of The Bank of Nova Scotia. Used under license, where applicable. Scotiabank, together with "Global Banking and Markets", is a marketing name for the global corporate and investment banking and capital markets businesses of The Bank of Nova Scotia and certain of its affiliates in the countries where they operate, including Scotia Capital Inc., Scotia Capital (USA) Inc., Scotiabanc Inc.; Citadel Hill Advisors L.L.C.; The Bank of Nova Scotia Trust Company of New York; Scotiabank Europe plc; Scotiabank (Ireland) Designated Activity Company; Scotiabank Inverlat S.A.,
Institución de Banca Múltiple, Scotia Inverlat Casa de Bolsa S.A. de C.V., Scotia Inverlat Derivados S.A. de C.V. – all members of the Scotiabank Group and authorized users of the mark. The Bank of
Nova Scotia is incorporated in Canada with limited liability. Scotia Capital Inc. is a member of CIPF. Scotia Capital (USA) Inc. is a registered broker-dealer with the SEC and is a member of the NASD
and SIPC. The Bank of Nova Scotia is authorised and regulated by the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions of Canada. Scotia Capital Inc. is authorised and regulated by the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada. The Bank of Nova Scotia and Scotiabank Europe plc. are authorised by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority. The Bank of Nova Scotia is subject
to regulation by the UK Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority. Scotiabank Europe plc is regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority and the
UK Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of The Bank of Nova Scotia 's regulation by the UK Prudential Regulation Authority are available upon request. Scotiabank Inverlat, S.A.,
Scotia Inverlat Casa de Bolsa, S.A. de C.V., and Scotia Derivados, S.A. de C.V., are each authorized and regulated by the Mexican financial authorities.
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